
Guangzhou Sasa Cosmetics Manufacturing Co., Ltd
No. 21, Fucong Road,High Technology Industrial Park,

Conghua Economic Development Zone,Guangzhou City, Guangdong Province, P.R. China

Guangzhou Sasa Cosmetics Manufacturing Co., Ltd is a high-tech enterprise at herbal hair care area since 2008.

The company is located in Guangzhou ,covering an area of 7,000 square meters. It is 30 minutes away from Guangzhou Baiyun
International Airport.
The daily production capacity reach to 100,000 bottles with 6 automatic filling production lines. Our factory has obtained the
ISO22716 quality system certification and the GMP certification. All products are tested by third parties and meet the EU standards.

Main products including hair growth spray, cure gray hair spray, anti hair loss shampoo, and other hair care products . It is non-toxic
formula without animals fat,which is safety and environment protection.

Our long-term partners are located in Singapore, Malaysia, Iraq, United Arab Emirates, Russia, Australia ,South Africa and so on .
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ARGAN ESSENTIAL OIL
A BEAUTY SECRET TO PROMOTE BEAUTIFUL HAIR

Volume: 100ml Shelf life：3years

Marketing Claim Suggestion:

 Infused with nutritious argan oil
 Hair smoothing, frizz fighting, shine enhancing,

hair strengthening
 Rich in antioxidants and omega 6 fatty acids
 Rich in Vitamin E
 Protect hair from styling damage
 All-natural moisr for skin and hair
 Overnight deep conditioning treatment for dry

and brittle hair
 Natural anti-oxidant moisturizer that deeply

absorbs into the hair

 BEAUTY BENEFIT:

 It can repair damaged hair, frizzy hair, and fragile hair. Make hair soft
and sleek and adds extra shine. Repair split ends.

 It is non-oily, non-greasy, and has deep penetration.

 APPLICATION:Apply 1-3 drops on hair,and gently massage it until totally absorbed.

https://fanyi.baidu.com/
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A BEAUTY SECRET TO PROMOTE BEAUTIFUL HAIR

Marketing Claim Suggestion:

 Infused with nutritious argan oil
 Hair smoothing, frizz fighting, shine

enhancing, hair strengthening
 Rich in antioxidants and omega 6 fatty acids
 Rich in Vitamin E
 Natural anti-oxidant moisturizer

that deeply absorbs into the hair

Volume: 300ml Shelf life：3years

 BEAUTY BENEFIT: Rescue dry brittle hair or hair damaged by
chemicals or coloring. It is a great moisturizer to eliminate dandruff and
dry scalp.

 APPLICATION: Just apply it as a normal shampoo without adding an
extra step in your routine. It is the ideal method for ensuring strong,
nourished hair with an improved appearance on day-to-daybasis.

ARGAN OIL SHAMPOO
Silicone free
Sulfate free
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ARGAN OIL CONDITIONER
A BEAUTY SECRET TO PROMOTE BEAUTIFUL HAIR

Marketing Claim Suggestion:

 Infused with nutritious argan oil
 Hair smoothing, frizz fighting, shine

enhancing, hair strengthening
 Rich in antioxidants and omega 6 fatty acids
 Rich in Vitamin E
 Natural anti-oxidant moisturizer that deeply

absorbs into the hair

Volume: 300ml Shelf life：3years

 BEAUTY BENEFIT:

 Restore softness, strength and shine to hair.

 Repair damaged hair, frizzy hair, and fragile hair.

 APPLICATION: Use with our Argan Oil Shampoo for optimum results

Silicone free
Sulfate free
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BLACK HAIR SHAMPOO
EASY TO REGAIN NATURAL BLACK HAIR

Marketing Claim Suggesting:

 Effectively prevent premature of gray hair
 Contain naturally derived

ingredients which are completely
safe for scalp and users’ health in
general

 Safe, simple and time-saving way to
slow growth of white hair

 Increase melanin production
 Fasten hair darkening process

Volume: 300ml Shelf life：3years

 BEAUTY BENEFIT:
 It is an organic formula，containing extracts of precious herbs

Such as lucid ganodema, ginseng,black mulberry .

 Provides nutrition to scalp and hair, repair damaged hair and make hair
healthier and blackened.

 APPLICATION: Just apply it as a normal shampoo. It is the ideal
method for ensuring strong, nourished hair with an improved
appearance on day-to-day basis. Suitable for long termuse.

Silicone free
Sulfate free
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BLACK COLOR HAIR SPRAY
EASY TO REGAIN NATURAL BLACK HAIR

Marketing Claim Suggestion:

1.Organic formula developing for white hair people
2. Help to grow black hair from root gradually
3. Provide nutrients to hair
4. Increase natural melanin production

Volume: 100ml Shelf life：3years
How it works:

 1.The solution starts by improving scalp environment
 2.It provides hydration deep within the hair follicle.
 3. It enhances the absorptive capacity of the hair follicles and roots.
 4.It provides the essential nutrients to regain function of the hair follicle.
 5.It increases melanin production

APPLICATION: Apply 3-5ml on scalp in each application then massage ,Twice each day.

One period of treatment is 30 days, and evident effect can be seen in 1-3 periods.

Suitable for : Original black hair people under 40 years old

100% Natural
No chemical
No side effects
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Marketing Claim Suggestion:

 Helps stimulate the hair
follicles which in turn boots
hair growth

 Hair strengthening
 Prevents Hair loss and hair oil control

Volume: 300ml Shelf life：3years

APPLICATION: Just apply it as a normal shampoo without adding an extra step in
your routine. It is the ideal method for ensuring strong, nourished hair with an
improved appearance on day-to-day basis. Suitable for long term use.

Material color

HERBAL ANTI HAIR LOSS SHAMPOO

Silicone free
Sulfate free
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HAIR GROWTH SPRAY
A BEAUTY SECRET TO PROMOTE HAIR GROWTH

Marketing Claim Suggestion
1. Controlling hair oil and hair loss
2. Improving scalp environment
3. Enhancing the mass volume of the hair follicle
4.Providing nutrients to hair follicle
5.Promoting hair regrowth

Volume: 100ml Shelf life：3years

How it works:
 1.The solution starts by improving scalp environment
 2.It provides hydration deep within the hair follicle.
 3. It enhances the mass volume of the hair follicles and roots.
 4. It provides the essential nutrients to regain function of the hair follicle.
 5.The hair become stronger and thicker.

APPLICATION: Apply 3-5ml on scalp in each application then massage ,Twice each day.

One period of treatment is 30 days, and evident effect can be seen in 1-3 periods.

Suitable for : such as seborrheic alopecia, androgenetic alopecia, alopecia areata, hybrid alopecia, chemical alopecia

100% Natural
No chemical
No side effects
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GIVE YOUR HEAD A DEEP MASSAGE

Marketing Claim Suggestion:

 Helps stimulate the hair
follicles which in turn boots
hair growth

 Hair strengthening
 Prevents dandruff
 Hair loss and hair oil control

Volume: 300ml Shelf life：3years

APPLICATION: Just apply it as a normal shampoo without adding an extra step in
your routine. It is the ideal method for ensuring strong, nourished hair with an
improved appearance on day-to-day basis. Suitable for long term use.

GINGER SCALP CARE SHAMPOO

Silicone free
Sulfate free
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GINGER SCALP CARE CONDITONER
GIVE YOUR HEAD A DEEP MASSAGE

Marketing Claim Suggestion:

 Make hair silky and increase shine
 Help hair to stay strong and lustrous
 Hair strengthening ,hair shining
 Nourishes hair with fatty acids

Volume: 300ml Shelf life：3years

 BEAUTY BENEFIT:

 Scalp looks and feels healthier, smoothed, and rebalanced. Hair feels
stronger and moisturized.

 APPLICATION: Massage into the scalp to ensure that the active
ingredients get deep into the hair follicle to stimulate hair growth. Used
on a regular basis.

Silicone free
Sulfate free
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GIVE YOUR HEAD A DEEP MASSAGE

Marketing Claim Suggestion:

 Refresh scalp
 Get rid of greasy
 Reduce dandruff
 Control hair itchy

Volume: 300ml Shelf life：3years

APPLICATION: Just apply it as a normal shampoo without adding an extra step in
your routine. It is the ideal method for ensuring strong, nourished hair with an
improved appearance on day-to-day basis. Suitable for long term use.

GINGER SCALP CARE SHAMPOO
Silicone free
Sulfate free
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BLACK HAIR POWDER
ORGANIC HAIR COLOR

Marketing Claim Suggestion:

 Effectively color your hair black
without side effect

 Rich in nutritious herbal extract
 No chemical added
 Increase the strength of hair
 Not affect the health of follicles

 BEAUTY BENEFIT:

 Effectively turn hair white to black naturally without side effect.

 Hair powder for gray/white coverage within fewminutes.

 APPLICATION: Hair coloring can be done professionally by a
hairdresser or independently at home.

100% Natural
No chemical
No side effects
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CONTACT US
m: +86 15889912788 e: dsy01@gzsasa.com a: Room 701,A2 building,Wanda office,

Baiyun district,Guangzhou, China

mailto:dsy02@gzsasa.com
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